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Ecological Solid Waste Management Act stipulates that the national . the panel and was checked thoroughly by the
Thesis. Panel for final corrections and.

Ogawa 72 as cited in Ocenar 4. It has been noticed that there has been an increased in the number of civil
society organizations in many Asian countries and they have also strengthened their influence over
environmental governance Hopkinson as cited in Qadri  Most of the respondents said that garbage collection
and disposal is the responsibility of the government. Sources: World Bank. Disposal shall refer to the
discharge, deposit, dumping, spilling, leaking or placing of any solid waste into or in a land. Better fed, better
equipped, as these communities prospered over time and migrated they simply either spread the knowledge of
fire to others or triggered their extinction. The last few decades have seen the emergence of new measures to
handle waste effectively, but most of them are not flawless. In addition, as shown in Figure 6 Towards a
Sustainable Recycling Industry , a proper waste management through segregation is necessary to promote
recycling; and recycling can be possible by the use of appropriate or possible technology. Without the support
of the local officials, programs such as the Ecological Solid Waste Management Act will not go any further
than the existing method of mixed collection and open dumping of wastes Sapuay  Philippines: Asian
Development Bank. A special account has been created in the National Treasury as a Solid Waste
Management Fund, to be financed from fines and penalties, issuance of permits and licences, donations, grants
and contributions from domestic and foreign sources. The promotion of awareness campaigns in bringing the
right information to the people to make them understand what the policies are all about is very important.
Aside from the limited technical and financial support from the national government, the law also provides an
insufficient amount of time to close all open and controlled dumpsites Philippines-Canada LGSP  Under the
Arroyo administration, the Philippines have seen soaring energy costs. The NSWMC in coordination with
other concerned government agencies, NGOs and private institutions is also mandated to promote continuing
education and information campaigns to develop public awareness about solid waste management Section 
This means that the required element to boost the recycling industry is not yet established. In addition, it
presents the recent initiatives and activities to promote proper waste management and recycling. Addresses of
periodical sources are provided in an index. No respondents perform composting. But the national government
does not provide sufficient funds to finance these activities. Manila, Philippines: Asian Development Bank.
The Motiong town government in Samar has vowed to intensify the implementation of its Solid Waste
Management Program after barangay chairmen here took at one-day seminar-workshop on the program.
Technical Publication Series. It is composed of 17 regions, 81 provinces, cities, 1, municipalities, and 41,
barangays, the smallest political and administrative unit Republic of the Philippines  Republic of the
Philippines, RA  Also, as of the third quarter of , there are only 6, MRFs in the country serving 7, barangays
out of about 42, barangays in the country NSWMC  These are the core fundamental components of the 'Zero
Waste Philosophy'. Thus, the government should also provide policy support to promote the recycled products
and to encourage businessmen to invest in this kind of business by providing benefits such as tax reduction,
etc. In Payatas alone, there are about 2, waste scavengers in the previously open dumpsite. Antonio, Lisa C.
Guidelines for Transfer Stations.


